My Passion To Become A Great Architect
Architecture means life to me, I still remember my strong determination to choose it as a
university specialty, although all the hard Conditions that were in my way, I studied architecture
and my passion has increased day by day.
I am always looking for the best and very proud to be an architect. I had a childhood in refugee
camps in Gaza, I lived in a small house surrounded by gray buildings, was very depressing, I
wished I could change it for the better.
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I grew up and grew inside my love of beauty I was always familiar with many cultures, In a
research trip for change, I fell in love with architecture. I finished my high school studies as an
excellent student. I went to the Islamic University in Gaza and I have one goal: to become an
architect.
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My five years of study at the university was a stage full of research and development full of
beauty and creativity. This period culminated in a distinguished graduation project that was
admired by all and received an excellent rating.
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Finally I became a great architect, I live architecture, happilyThat's why I want to join the
master's program in architecture because I think it's fantastic and inspiring in all areas. I have
many reasons to increase my passion for architecture:
Through architecture I can put my personality in something beautiful I make.
The study of architecture is an exciting experience and full of passion.
I can learn everything, every project is new theories and research.
I will contribute to improving the lives of people. I want to change the camp in which I
live. I will learn and come back to it with the colors of beauty.
This is a really wonderful feeling. By architecture I will do what I love for the rest of my
life, this is the right place for me.
There are many goals that I expect to achieve through my studies,
The rapid response to the actual needs of architecture and its work
Encouragement and support in scientific research- Improve my ability to communicate
and cultural exchange
Through a master's degree in architecture, I will develop skills that will guide methrough
everyday life, such as time management, research, presentation and writing skills.
When I graduated from my university, I was full of energy and quickly engaged in engineering
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work. I studied project management and graphic design. I worked in Art House company, I used
to work as an architect and interior, and graphic designer, and I always have the appreciation of
everyone.
I have a lot of qualities to be a great architect:
I am very excellent in dealing with clients and managers.
I have the skill to solve problems quickly and effectively.
I have a good ability to absorb and collect information.
I have a good knowledge of technical applications.
I know very well what work is under pressure, and adherence to deadlines.
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I am sure I will be a Distinguished Student.
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